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Abstract

Received views of utterance context in
pragmatic theory characterize the occur-
rent subjective states of interlocutors us-
ing notions like common knowledge or
mutual belief. We argue that these views
are not compatible with the uncertainty
and robustness of context-dependence in
human–human dialogue. We present an al-
ternative characterization of utterance con-
text as objective and normative. This
view reconciles the need for uncertainty
with received intuitions about coordina-
tion and meaning in context, and can di-
rectly inform computational approaches to
dialogue.

1 Introduction

The question we address in this paper is how
utterance context should by represented in im-
plemented conversational systems. Strong intu-
itions about coordination in conversation (Clark
and Marshall, 1981) have led many researchers,
e.g. (Traum, 1994; Poesio and Traum, 1997; Rich
et al., 2001; Blaylock, 2005), to aim to represent
the common ground beliefs that seem to guaran-
tee principled coordination between speaker and
hearer on each new utterance (Lewis, 1969; Stal-
naker, 1974). Other researchers, in pursuit of
robust implementations for real-world dialogue,
have opted to represent narrower aspects of inter-
locutor and conversational state using models that
afford a straightforward treatment of uncertainty
(Roy et al., 2000; Horvitz and Paek, 2001; Gruen-
stein et al., 2004).

These differences might seem to be a matter
of emphasis rather than substance. In fact, how-
ever, the notion of uncertainty about the context is

profoundly at odds with received views of context
both in theories of presupposition in formal prag-
matics (Stalnaker, 1974; Poesio and Traum, 1997)
and theories of coordinated activity in AI (Co-
hen and Levesque, 1991; Grosz and Kraus, 1996;
Blaylock, 2005). As we will argue, this tension
originates in the central role these theories grant to
various nested or higher-order beliefs that interact-
ing agents may have about each other. In Section
2, we review both the rationale for defining utter-
ance context in terms of these beliefs and the chal-
lenges that doing so poses to system builders. The
contribution of this paper is a new characterization
of utterance context which overcomes these chal-
lenges by narrowly circumscribing the aspects of
interlocutor mental states that are necessary for ut-
terance interpretation. We present this new charac-
terization in Section 3. The discussion in Section
4 shows how this view of context reconciles the
practical need for uncertainty with received intu-
itions about coordination and meaning in context.

2 Context and mutual belief

We use the termutterance context to label the body
of information used in utterance interpretation, in-
cluding both grammatical conditions required for
the utterance to be meaningful and situational fac-
tors required to analyze the utterance as a contri-
bution to interlocutors’ ongoing joint activity. It
is commonly assumed that this information must
be mutually believed1; see, e.g., Stalnaker (1998).
One of the first and most widely known definitions
of mutual belief is due to Schiffer (1972). The
definition records an infinite, hierarchical interre-
lation between the private beliefs of a speakerS

1or some analogous status of mutual knowledge, mutual
supposition, etc.
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and a hearerH about some propositionp:

MBS,H p =def

BS p (a)
∧ BH p (b)
∧ BSBH p (c)
∧ BHBS p (d)
∧ BSBHBS p (e)
∧ BHBSBH p ( f )
...

(1)

The modal operatorsBS andBH represent the be-
liefs of S andH, respectively.

The rationale for defining utterance context as
the set of mutually believed propositions is the-
oretical. For example, we know that an agent
that has mutual belief with its partner can avoid
certain errors in solving coordination problems
(Lewis, 1969), in interpreting definite references
in conversation (Clark and Marshall, 1981), and in
participating in multi-agent collaborations (Cohen
and Levesque, 1991; Grosz and Kraus, 1996). In
conversation more generally, it is argued that an
agent that interprets utterances against the “com-
mon ground” of mutual belief can better avoid po-
tential misunderstandings (Clark, 1996).

Yet the mutual belief view of context poses sev-
eral serious challenges for system builders. First,
it is unclear what implications arguments about
the role of mutual belief in coordination have, if
any, forrepresentation. If agents sometimes need
to have mutual attitudes, must their context rep-
resentations thereforedescribe mutual attitudes?
Of course not: agents might not be coordinating
using only their context representations. Even if
they are, there’s still a huge gap between thecon-
ditions rational system behavior depends on (e.g.,
that a successful agent acts in accord with what
is mutually believed) and themeaning of the un-
derlying representations (e.g., that an agent’s rep-
resentations directly track what is mutually be-
lieved). See Dennett (1989). Nevertheless, it’s
common to assume that dialogue context represen-
tationsshould track the mutual beliefs of agents
and their interlocutors—see, for example, (Traum,
1994; Poesio and Traum, 1997; Rich et al., 2001;
Blaylock, 2005).

This leads immediately to the second problem,
the methodological challenge of correctly identi-
fying what is mutually believed, so that utterance
context can be implemented correctly. It is rela-
tively straightforward to implement a theoretically
sound formalism for mutual belief in dialogue.

However, it is another matter to enable such an
implementation to model its conversations accu-
rately. In the absence of any available “ground
truth”—such as an utterance-by-utterance trace,
for each conversation in a corpus, of empirically
observed higher-order attitudes—we have no way
to tell whether (1) does or should hold.

For this and other practical reasons, some re-
searchers endorse a weaker notion than mutual be-
lief for context representations in dialogue. For
example, Taylor, Carletta and Mellish (1996) ar-
gue that we can eschew the indefinite nesting sug-
gested by (1) in favor of a bounded depth of three.
More commonly, researchers suggest that con-
text representations should be relativized to a spe-
cific perspective (Ginzburg, 1996), so that they
track nested information such asBS MBS,H p or
BH MBS,H p or both. Note that such changes un-
dermine one of the key virtues of the mutual belief
view: its explanation of why reasoning about con-
text helps interlocutors solve coordination prob-
lems. As long as there is any asymmetry across in-
terlocutors, we can apply constructions like Clark
and Marshall’s “Roxy” scenario (1981) to show
that coordination failure is possible.2 In any case,
even weakened versions of mutual belief still re-
quire higher-order beliefs like (1c,d) and (1e,f).
And there is insufficient evidence for an analyst to
make principled decisionsherself about whether
such beliefs obtain, much less automate these de-
cisions.

A third challenge for treating context as mu-
tual belief lies in cases where utterance interpre-
tation felicitously exploits information one inter-
locutor lacks. For example, Kaplan (1989) ar-
gues that, regardless of interlocutors’ information
states, use of the noun phrasethat refers to what-
ever the speaker designates with the accompa-
nying demonstration. The correct interpretation,
therefore, reflects what was actually designated,
even when this differs from what the speaker be-
lieves was designated. Similarly, Gauker (1998)
presents a hearer-independent explanation for the
“informative presuppositions” of factive verbs like
regret. For Gauker,We regret that tonight’s show
is canceled is felicitous because it requires for
its meaningfulness only thefact that the show is
canceled, notmutual belief between speaker and
hearer that the show is canceled.

2Of course, coordination failure does sometimes occur in
human dialogue, so this certainly does not rule out notions of
context that differ from mutual belief.
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A final challenge, which we will particularly
emphasize in Section 4, comes in characterizing
problematic communication on the mutual belief
model. It has been common for discrepancies be-
tween the contexts believed to obtain by two inter-
locutors to be marginalized.3 Yet in computational
models of interpretation, some degree of uncer-
tainty about what an utterance means is thenorm,
so discrepancies are unavoidable. When discrep-
ancies do arise, interlocutors often seem to know
they lack mutual belief, but manage to communi-
cate with context-dependent language anyway. In
the next two sections, we present a view of con-
text that explains this capacity in terms of the inter-
locutors’ uncertainty about a true context, and that
answers the other challenges as well, while at the
same time maintaining the intuitions about coordi-
nation that have historically made a higher-order
attitude model of utterance context attractive.

3 Objective, normative context

The two basic principles in our characterization
are that utterance context isobjective and that it is
normative. By objective, we mean thatthere is a
fact of the matter about what the context is at each
time t in a conversation, and this context is not
a function of the interlocutors’ beliefs at time t.4

Thus, context is not a matter of one or the other in-
terlocutor’s perspective on the situation, and nor is
it an interaction between their combined perspec-
tives. Instead, the objective context is theprod-
uct of action taken by the individual interlocutors
at timest ′ < t. Agent mental states still play a
role, but this role is limited to classifying actions
as interlocutors intend them. Action-based charac-
terizations of context have also been advanced on
higher-order attitude views of context (Thomason,
1990; Poesio and Traum, 1997), but the presence
of higher-order attitudes in these models creates
all the challenges discussed in Section 2.

By normative, we mean that the job of inter-
locutors’ context representations is to target the

3This trend goes all the way back to the first formal model
of context, that of Stalnaker (1978). Stalnaker calls each
speaker’s private context modelnondefective if it coincides
with that of his interlocutor, and suggests that this be treated
as the normal case.

4When we say context isobjective, we don’t mean to sug-
gest that context is visible, or easily definable in the language
of physics, or even that it can be defined independently of hu-
man minds and purposes. The point is just that context is not
determined by what the interlocutors are currently, privately
thinking.

objective context as it really is. While systems
might aim toachieve mutual belief to avoid misun-
derstanding, their context representations, we will
argue, should notmean that propositions are mutu-
ally believed. They should mean simply that those
propositions aretrue in the objective context.

More generally, we believe thatall interactions
where people coordinate by following conven-
tional social rules give rise to an objective, nor-
mative context. A clear case is correspondence
chess, where players send moves by email. Nor-
mally, we might expect each player to keep track
of the game by moving pieces on a physical chess-
board, keeping the board in sync with their moves.
But actually two ambitious players could use only
their emailed moves and their imaginations to play
chess. In what follows, we adapt Lewis’s (1979)
scorekeeping metaphor to this case: we use such
mental chess to develop a vocabulary for describ-
ing context as the abstract product of coordinated
activity (Section 3.1), show how this vocabulary
applies to dialogue (Section 3.2) with its much
more complex and open-ended conventions and
context, and use a case of misunderstanding to
show how this vocabulary differs from models
based on mutual belief (Section 3.3).

3.1 Context as a product of action

We can treat the state orcontext of a chess game as
an abstract structurec = 〈t,s1,s2, ...,s32,h〉 record-
ing whose turnt it is to move next (one or the
other of the players), the current statussi of each
of the 32 chess pieces (piece type and position—
either some board position or “captured”), and
limited historical informationh (e.g. whether cer-
tain pieces have ever moved). Let us writect for
the context at timet, and let the initial contextct0
be the starting configuration for a game of chess.

In chess there is a setA of possible moves
or action types, which we might formalize
parametrically asA = {advancePawnOneStep(P),
moveQueen(Q,Pos), castle(R), ...}. Each movea
is σ(α) whereα ∈ A and σ instantiates the free
parameters ofα. Doing a effects adeterministic
transformation on the current context. We can for-
malize this by way of an update function:

ct+1 = update(a,ct) (2)

One goal of each participant in a mental chess
game, then, is to track the evolving contextct as
a stream of chess moves〈a1,a2, ...〉 plays out over
email messages.
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C1: the target is a
diamond

U2: you mean a
diamond jewel?

C3: yeah

U4: ok

Figure 1: User interaction with the COREF agent.
The user (U ) can see the four displayed objects,
but not COREF’s (C) private labels{a,b,c,d} for
them. The target in this example is objectd.

We maintain that the evolving contextct in such
a mental game of chess is objective, and that even
though the current context is not physically real-
ized (on a chess board, for example), it would be
very misleading to define it in terms of the play-
ers’ beliefs at timet. The context is objective be-
cause, at each timet, the contextct is an abstract
structure that is well-defined given the sequence of
moves〈a1,a2, ...,at−1〉 that have been exchanged
by email. It would be misleading to definect by
way of the players’ beliefs about it because their
individual beliefs may manifest any number of er-
rors: one or even both players may have forgotten
or misunderstood where one piece or another is,
whether a knight has been captured, etc.5 If we
were to model the chess context by way of the be-
liefs (or mutual beliefs) of the players, our model
would capture more of the players’perspectives,
but it would obscure the objective status of the un-
derlying game, and it would hide the normative
role played by the true state as players improve
their chess skills, recover from mistakes, and cope
with their private uncertainties.

3.2 Utterance context and intended actions

We illustrate our approach to utterance context
using COREF, an implemented dialogue system
that collaboratively identifies visual objects with
human users (Thomason et al., 2006). Figure 1
shows an excerpt of an interaction with COREF.
COREF is designed to participate incollabora-
tive reference (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1990), in
which human interlocutors come to agree on a tar-

5In case of a dispute, if the email logs were available, the
actual chess state could be settled by examining the move
history. This would show who was right.

get object through an interactive, multi-utterance
dialogue involving linguistic expressions of het-
erogeneous form and function.

We understand utterance context as an abstract,
objective structure, analogous to the chess state,
but now populated by the familiar attributes of
dialogue state: sets of propositions contributed
to the conversational record, plans that are un-
derway, outstanding interlocutor obligations, lin-
guistic forms of prior utterances, etc. The state
depends on what interlocutors are doing. In
COREF’s domain, we have found that dialogue
context takes the formc∗ = 〈R,P,T,C,U〉, where
R is a set of referents yet to be identified,P is a set
of agreed propositions,T is a stack of tasks (where
each task specifies what actions can occur next),C
is a set of constraint networks (one for each target
referent), andU is the universe of discourse (a set
of properties and objects).

Such an utterance context evolves over the
course of the dialogue through the domain-
dependent set of action types,A , that interlocu-
tors take. The COREF action setA ∗ includes ac-
tions that select the referent sequence, initiate col-
laborative reference to a particular target referent,
add a constraintC to the constraint network for a
target (addcr(C)), mark a target as identified, ini-
tiate a clarification subtask, and inquire whether
some action can be taken. Each actiona = σ(α)
for α ∈ A has adeterministic effect on the cur-
rent context, which we again capture by an update
function as in (2). This way, we can implement
an update mechanism (Larsson and Traum, 2000)
that tracks theobjective context—taking idealized
representations of linguistic interpretation, as in
(Asher and Lascarides, 2003), and using them
for on-line processing,without analyzing updates
in terms of higher-order attitudes as Poesio and
Traum (1997) do.

A key feature of COREF is that the context
engendered by these actionsis not mutually be-
lieved. COREF dialogues, unlike chess, include
tacit actions that allow one interlocutor unilater-
ally to update the context in ways the other does
not know about. These moves allow COREF to
handle grounding, clarification, task progress and
problem-solving robustly with a model that ap-
plies symmetrically in understanding and genera-
tion and avoids exceptional pragmatic processes of
accommodation or implicit repair. In understand-
ing, when a speakerS utters a linguistic forml, we
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view S as intending to signal bothwhat the cur-
rent context is and how it should be updated. If
the last utterance resulted in contextct , the next
utterance should be interpreted in a new context
ct+n that incorporates the results of some tacit ac-
tion sequenceAl = 〈a1, ...,an〉:

ct+n = update(an,update(...,update(a1,ct)...))

The utterance then signalsan+1 and creates con-
textct+n+1. For example, in interpreting the user’s
utteranceyou mean a diamond jewel?, U2 in Fig-
ure 1, COREF interprets the user as signaling the
following sequence:

1. initiate a clarification subtask,
2. start collaborative reference targeting

COREF’s intended propertyP,

3. inquire whether to take action
addcr(equals(P,diamondJewel))

(3)

Only the last of these is directly associated with
the semantics of the utterance. After interpreta-
tion, COREF updates its model of the context to
reflect these actions.

3.3 Representing the ground truth context

It is easiest to highlight where our characteriza-
tion of context differs from mutual belief with a
case of misunderstanding. Consider the COREF
dialogue excerptD1–M2–D3 presented in Figure
2. The figure tracks the evolution of the con-
text, under both objective and mutual belief char-
acterizations, in a case of misunderstanding.D
begins with the red rhombus, i.e. objecta at
the top left of Figure 1, as the value of a tar-
get variablet. Within this domain, diamond
can mean eitherrhombus (as in card games) or
diamondJewel (as in jewelry stores).D uttersD1,
the target is a diamond. While D intends action
addcr(rhombus(t)), as it happens,M interprets
D as doingaddcr(diamondJewel(t)).

What happens, we argue, is that afterD1, the
intended actionaddcr(rhombus(t)) takes its ob-
jective effect. D knows what his intended ac-
tion was, soD updates his model of the con-
text correctly. M however comes to believeerro-
neously that diamondJewel(t) is in the context.
By contrast, if context is mutual belief (or any
higher-order attitude), the misunderstanding keeps
both rhombus(t) and diamondJewel(t) out of
the context. Soboth D and M are mistaken:D
believes it mutually believed thatrhombus(t), as

D intended, whileM believes it mutually believed
thatdiamondJewel(t), asM interpreted.

These then are the basic facts about ground truth
and the agents’ representations thereof on the two
views of utterance context. In the next section, we
will use this example to assess the merits of the
objective view for system building.

4 Discussion

In designing a representation of context, sys-
tem builders should be able to explicate their
agents’ representations and inference in terms of
the events in the dialogue on the one hand and
the meanings of the representations on the other.
Section 2 posed four challenges that make this
difficult when context is construed as mutual be-
lief. Our characterization of context allows system
builders to meet each of them. For ease of presen-
tation, we take them up in reverse order.

4.1 Miscommunication and uncertainty

The challenge of representing context in the pres-
ence of miscommunication and uncertainty is
well-illustrated by the example of Figure 2. When
D says D3, the diamond is red, M will detect
a problem, because while the context appears to
M to describe the target as ared diamondJewel,
there is no such object. Upon detecting the prob-
lem,M can reinterpretD1 and thus correct his pri-
vate model of the objective context:M had at first
thought the context was[c2] diamondJewel(t)

whereasM now recognizes that the true, objective
context was[c2] rhombus(t). This allowsD3 to
be interpreted as meaning that the targetrhombus

is red, as intended. Because context is normative,
utterances can be seen as contextually acceptable
iff they are interpretable in the true context. This
allows interlocutors, likeM here, to reason “back-
wards” from a presumably acceptable intended in-
terpretation to what the true context must be.

Compare the mutual belief model, where
the true context beforeD3 does not include
rhombus(t), because that isn’t mutually believed
beforeD3. On this model, although M did have
an erroneous representation of the context before
D3, fixing that error does not help to interpretD’s
utterance. WhenM discovers what is mutually be-
lieved, it’s thatnothing is mutually believed. This
correction neither remedies the misunderstanding
of D1 nor makesD3 interpretable. Thus the ground
truth about mutual belief cannot play the simple
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D1: the target is a diamond
D intended: addcr(rhombus(t))

M interpreted: addcr(diamondJewel(t))

objective context mutual belief
update: c2 = update(addcr(rhombus(t)),c1) (mental events)

ground truth: [c2] rhombus(t) MBD,M (nothing aboutt)
D private: BD[c2] rhombus(t) BDMBD,M rhombus(t)

M private: BM[c2] diamondJewel(t) BMMBD,M diamondJewel(t)

M2: ok
(no change fromc2 to c3) (no change)
D3: the diamond is red
objective context mutual belief

update: c4 = update(addcr(red(t)),c3) (mental events)
ground truth: [c4] rhombus(t)∧red(t) MBD,M red(t)

D private: BD[c4] rhombus(t)∧red(t) BDMBD,M rhombus(t)∧red(t)
M private(?): BM[c4] diamondJewel(t)∧red(t) BMMBD,M diamondJewel(t)∧red(t)

Figure 2: A misunderstanding in COREF’s domain.D is the director (the initiator of reference) andM
is the matcher. The visual display is as in Figure 1. We write[ct ] p to meanp is part of contextct .

D1: the target is a diamond
D intended: addcr(rhombus(t))

M interpreted:
p = 0.6 addcr(diamondJewel(t))

p = 0.4 addcr(rhombus(t))

M2 : ok

Figure 3: A probabilistic misunderstanding.

normative role that the objective context does.6

The normative role of context also allows an
agent to employ straightforward statistical reason-
ing to cope with its uncertainty. Concretely, sup-
poseM assigns probabilities to alternative inter-
pretations, as illustrated in Figure 3. In this ex-
ample,M is sufficiently certain ofD’s intention to
proceed withok in M2. On our model, there is no
impediment to treatingM’s private model of the
context afterM2 as:

P([c] diamondJewel(t)) = 0.6
P([c] rhombus(t)) = 0.4

(4)

The probabilities captureM’s uncertainty about
how D’s intended action inD1 changed the con-
text. AndM can exploit evidence across multiple

6To respect the mutual belief semantics, we must con-
strueM’s misunderstanding recovery process at best as one of
constructing counterfactual sets of mutual beliefs, sets which
could have been actual if certain private mental events had
occurred that did not. For example, McRoy and Hirst (1995)
can make repairs only by explicitly abducing specially-
axiomatizedevents of misunderstanding.

utterances, such as whenM realizes his misunder-
standing afterD3, to reduce uncertainty about the
true context. It’s just Bayesian inference.

On the mutual belief approach, however, there
seems to be no practical route to a useful internal
model of context analogous to (4). Let’s assume,
for exposition, that beliefs and higher-order beliefs
are all bivalent. Then upon hearingD1 in Figure
3, M must choose what to believe. SupposeM
chooses to believediamondJewel(t), and further
to believediamondJewel(t) is mutually believed.
ThenM must assignP(MBD,M rhombus(t)) = 0:
M’s own lack of belief rules it out! M then ends up
with this private model:

P(MBD,M diamondJewel(t)) = 0.6
P(MBD,M rhombus(t)) = 0.0
P(MBD,M (nothing about t)) = 0.4

The model frustrates future Bayesian inference:
D’s intended context is ruled out, while the seem-
ingly irrelevant “no mutual belief” scenario re-
mains. In fact, no matter how we take uncertainty
into account,7 M’s uncertainty afterD1 is not well
summarized as uncertainty about occurrent mutual
beliefs withD; M’s problem, as Figure 3 suggests,
lies inM’s own belief state—to whichM has com-
plete introspective access. Reducing uncertainty
about mutual beliefs does not solve this problem;
reducing uncertainty about objective context does.

7E.g., even ifM somehow overcame the hopeless task of
assigning meaningful probabilities toall the beliefs in (1).
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4.2 Felicitous use of non-mutual information

The interaction in Figure 2 also illustrates the
ubiquity of utterances that seem perfectly accept-
able, yet exploit for their interpretation facts that
are not mutually believed. UtteranceD3, the dia-
mond is red, is such a case here. Objective con-
text captures such utterances directly. Utterance
D3 is contextually acceptable because its contex-
tual requirementrhombus(t) is in fact satisfied in
the objective context, despiteM’s misrepresenta-
tion of that context. On the mutual belief view,
however,D3 looks like a case ofpresupposition
failure given the ground truth context, and a spe-
cial explanation is required for why the utterance
is felicitous and how it changes its context.

4.3 Identifying the true context

The mutual belief model poses the challenge of
identifying in practice what the correct set of mu-
tual beliefs is at any given time. In comparison,
our model defines the objective context directly in
terms of the interlocutors’ prior communicative in-
tentions. As illustrated in (3), modeling commu-
nicative intentions within an application domain
requires connecting words to desired domain enti-
ties like ongoing subtasks, intended referents, and
domain actions. Of course, we need such a model
anyway—for example, even to accurately charac-
terize the potential for a misunderstanding like that
in Figure 2. Fortunately, an external observer can
construct such a model by examining the utter-
ances that interlocutors use as they perform real-
world tasks, without access to their higher-order
attitudes. Thus, our approach to context exploits
representations that are independently necessary
and situates the facts about context much closer
to empirical observations than are the facts about
higher-order attitudes.

4.4 Coordination and context

Perhaps the hardest challenge in representing con-
text is understanding how a representation should
fit into a more abstract characterization of collabo-
ration. While representing mutual beliefs directly
seems to preclude certain errors in collaboration,
there may of course be other representations that
allow an agent to collaborate equally successfully,
or at any rate, effectively enough. From this per-
spective, we can consider agents that try to rep-
resent theobjective context in two cases: ideal
communication, and cases of miscommunication

and/or uncertainty. In ideal communication, ev-
ery utterance is actually understood exactly as in-
tended, and both speaker and hearer are perfectly
certain that this is so. In this case, not only does
each interlocutor privately track the objective con-
text correctly, but each is certain that the other
does as well, and further that the other is certain
that they do, and so on. Provided the speaker and
hearer are non-deceptive and trust each other, they
will achieve mutual belief.8

In cases of miscommunication or uncertainty,
their private representations of objective context
will differ, and mutual belief will not generally
obtain. However, each interlocutor will have a
clearly interpretable, practical, uncertain represen-
tation of what their prior communicative inten-
tions have been. This means the interpretations
they assign to utterances in context will be de-
fensible in terms of these prior intentions. In our
view, this highlights interlocutors’ ability to tar-
get the utterance context implicitly established by
their prior conversational activity and to work to
make contextual information mutually believed.
Thus we can see mutual belief as a desirable but
contingentoutcome of the interlocutors’ interac-
tion, rather than as a precondition for it, or as the
moment-to-moment target of their representations
(Thomason et al., 2006).

Compare this perspective with recent work by
researchers pursuing robust human–machine dia-
logue, who have found it practical to simply iden-
tify “context” with the user’s state (Roy et al.,
2000; Horvitz and Paek, 2001). While this en-
ables coherent probabilistic reasoning, it abandons
the role of context as a grammatical resource link-
ing meaning to interpretation and as a mechanism
for coordinating dialogue. Our view shows how to
keep intuition and implementation aligned.

5 Conclusion

The view of utterance context we have proposed
yields simpler representations and reasoning than
does the mutual belief model of context. At the
same time, it enables straightforward statistical
reasoning about context, and offers clearer guid-
ance about what context representations a practi-
cal system should have, and how to develop them.

In the end, of course, an interlocutor’s uncer-
tainty is pervasive: it affects not only the inter-
pretation of individual words, but also the games

8or mutual supposition, etc.
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(like “collaborative reference”) that other inter-
locutors play, including the contextual actions
those games contain. Fortunately, by connect-
ing utterance interpretation to the objective effects
these games and actions have on the context, a
language speaker can exploit linguistic experience
to reduce uncertainty about them. Interlocutors
try, in concert with their other goals, to minimize
uncertainty and avoid misunderstandings. When
they succeed, mutual belief may be achieved. But
by adopting an objective view of context, we can
understand how interlocutors proceed on sound
footing in any case, and can more transparently
design systems that will do the same.
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